
CAREC Regional Road Corridor Improvement Project 
(Supplementary Loan) (RRP KGZ 39676) 

ADDENDUM TO INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION 
 

A. Introduction 
 
1. The principal objectives of Grant 0084-KGZ: CAREC Regional Road Corridor 
Improvement Project (the approved project) are to reduce transport costs and foster regional 
cooperation among PRC, Tajikistan, and other Central Asian countries. The project is financed 
from a grant of $26.6 million from Asian Development Bank’s Special Fund resources, and 
$13.9 million from the government, and was approved by Asian Development Bank's (ADB) 
Board in October 2007, and is currently under implementation.   
 
2. The project has two physical and two non-physical components.  The outputs of the two 
physical components will be: road improvements, which include a rehabilitated bituminous 
pavement in a section of about 30 km, reconstructed gravel pavements in the other sections, 
river protection works, improving drainage systems, road safety measures, 21 replaced or 
repaired bridges, and four new bridges. The other output will be a new and improved inspection 
area with modern buildings and traffic channels at the border post in Karamik. 
 
3. The outputs of the nonphysical components will be: (i) a tri-nation cross-border 
agreement among the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan and the People's Republic of China to allow 
seamless movement of people and goods across borders; and (ii) improved road maintenance. 
The latter will be achieved by procuring works from the private sector under performance 
(quality)-based contracts. 
 
4. The road improvements will on the136 km section of CAREC Regional Road Corridor 3 
from Sary Tash to Karamik.  They will include complete re-construction, and in some cases 
rehabilitation of the existing road, from the sub-grade to the surface, paving parts of the road, 
and construction of five new bridges and repair of another eight.  An initial environmental 
examination (IEE) of entire length of the road (142 km from Sary Tash to Karamik and slightly 
beyond) has been performed as part of project preparation.  The IEE assumed that the entire 
road would be paved, and the impact of a fully paved road was analyzed.  The project at 
present is classified as Category B, and will continue to remain as such.  
 
5. Improvement works began in December 2008.  Because of the limited budget, the 
government and ADB had earlier agreed on placing asphalt concrete only on about 56 km of the 
road comprising the two sections from km 0 to km 20 and from km 40 to km 76.  Moreover, the 
asphalt concrete thickness was to be 5 cm.  These two sections were selected because of their 
relatively higher settlement densities alongside and traffic volumes.  The remaining 80 km were 
to be left unpaved.   
 
6. The works up to now have been carried out in accordance with the environmental 
management plan (EMP) outlined in the summary initial environmental examination (SIEE) of 
the approved project.  The construction supervision consultant has periodically monitored 
implementation of the plan and reported to the executing agency (EA), which is the Ministry of 
Transport and Communications (MOTC) of the Kyrgyz Republic, and ADB.  ADB's missions 
have verified the reported activities through site visits and consultation with the EA.  No 
deviations from the plan or major corrective action have been necessary thus far.   
 
7. The government has now requested supplementary financing from ADB to pave the 
remaining 80 km and provide a continuously paved road all the way from Sary Tash to Karamic 
(total of 136 km).  This financing would allow the asphalt concrete layer thickness on the entire 
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road to be increased to 10 cm thick, and its service life and maintainability to be drastically 
improved.  As part of processing the financing request, ADB together with the EA undertook a 
due diligence analysis of the potential environmental impact of this change in the pavement 
composition (i.e., additional paving) in November 2009. This supplement is based on that 
analysis and the technical feasibility study of additional paving, carried out in October 2009 by 
the EA. 
 
B. Screening of Potential Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
 
8. The due diligence focused on the impact of the material, equipment, and labor that will 
be used for producing, transporting, and placing the additional quantity of asphalt concrete.  As 
for material, the additional quantities required are listed in Table 1.  Field surveys conducted as 
part of the feasibility study have shown that the environmental and social condition of the project 
impact area has not changed since the IEE was conducted.  For instance, the two sections, 
which were to remain unpaved in the original scope, and now included, have low to zero 
development density and no environmentally sensitive areas alongside.  Consequently, the 
impact of sourcing and transporting additional materials was found to be minor and could be 
easily mitigated.  For instance, aggregate will be sourced from the quarries used for the 
earthworks and originally planned paving.  Bitumen will be procured from sources outside of the 
country, depending on price and availability.  
 

 Table 1:  Additional Material and Quantities Required 
Work Description Unit Quantity 
Asphalt Binder for rest of the road     
Base(thickness 22 cm) m3         175,502.00    
Prime coat m2         616,000.00    
Asphalt 6 cm (bitumen 5 %) m3           41,115.00    
Shoulder m3         116,880.00    
      
Asphalt wearing for total road     
Tack coat m2      1,009,120.00    
Asphalt 4 cm (bitumen 5.5 %) m3           40,368.00    
Shoulder m3           21,760.00    
Side walk in village area (6 km) m3                 260.00    
Sub-Base m3           15,200.00    
      
Road Furniture     
Road marking Extra Center line  m         110,000.00    

    m = meters, m3 = cubic meters, m2 = square meters. 
 
9. The additional major equipment required includes one asphalt paver, one asphalt plant, 
and four rollers.  This equipment, like others, will be fitted with dust and vapor collectors.  The 
additional output of the asphalt plant will not present any environmental hazards such as 
particles and noise as it is located in an uninhabited area.  Moreover, every piece of equipment, 
according to the construction contract, is required to meet the national environmental standards.  
The supervision consultant will monitor their performance throughout implementation.  Similarly, 
aggregate crushers are already located away from populated areas, and there is no blasting 
required at the aggregate sources. The additional dust generated by additional aggregate 
production will therefore have no harmful effects on the environment or people.    
 
10. There will be additional emissions of hydrocarbon vapors from the evaporation of diesel 
fuel from the cut-back bitumen used for the prime and tack coats.  Likewise, the increased 
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number of trips of construction vehicles will generate more particles and emissions.  Noise will 
be a factor during construction as there will be additional construction vehicle movement along 
the entire road as well as the crushers and the asphalt plant.  These, however, will be limited to 
the construction period of about 3 to 5 months in the summer when the winds are strong and the 
air is dry. These conditions will cause the vapor and particles to disperse faster without allowing 
them to be concentrated.  Moreover there will be no health risks stemming from the vapors 
because of the wide open area and low concentration of people in any given area. Similarly, the 
contractor will be required to ensure that the noise suppressors are in working order and work is 
limited to normal working hours.   
 
11. There will be no additional construction workers or personnel, and hence a need for 
more housing at the project site.  There is already additional space for equipment storage and 
repair, and material labs are already in place.  There will be no requirement for new 
environmental permits or approvals form national and local environmental authorities, except 
payments for the additional material that will be sourced. 
 
C. Institutional Requirements and Environmental Monitoring Plan 
 
12. The responsibility for ensuring strict compliance with requirements of the ADB 
Safeguards Policy 2009 will continue to rest with MOTC.  MOTC continues to maintain oversight 
through a project implementation unit, which has a dedicated officer in charge of environmental 
management.  Additionally, the construction supervision consultant's services, including that of 
its environmental specialist, will be extended, to allow continuous monitoring and reporting. 
 
13. The original EMP plan was slightly revised to account for the additional activity.  These 
revisions will be explained to the contractor by the supervision consultant prior to approving the 
additional works.  The revised EMP is in Table 2. 
 
D. Public Consultation and Information Disclosure 
 
14. Public consultations were organized to elicit comments regarding the proposed second 
layer of asphalt on the entire length of the Project road, which was originally to be paved with 
only a single layer of asphalt. The consultations were held in Daroot Korgon village on 15 
October 2009 and in Sary Mogol village on 16 October 2009. 
 
15. Representatives (97 people) of the 20 villages in Chon Alai Rayon met with the EA in 
Daroot Korgon village to discuss the potential impacts of the second asphalt layer on 15 
October 2009. In addition, representatives of all government and private organizations, 
establishments and enterprises participated in the meeting. The meeting was organized in the 
Assembly Hall of the Chon Alai Rayon Administration. After the meeting, the discussions 
continued in the village square.  
 
16. A similar meeting was organized for the villages from Alai Rayon in Sary Mogol on 16 
October 2009. Representatives (60 people) from all 4 of the villages attended as well as 
representatives from government and private organizations, establishments and enterprises. 
Because the Village Council Building could not accommodate all the participants, the meeting 
was held in the village fair square.  



 
4 Table 2:  Revised Environmental Monitoring Plan 

Responsibility Environmental 
Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 
1 Air Quality 

1.1 Air pollution 

(i) Adherence to environmental legislation of Kyrgyzstan 

(ii) Pre-construction monitoring of existing ambient air quality have 
been undertaken to provide a baseline for the measurement of air 
quality impacts during the construction period. Undertake periodic 
air quality monitoring 

Construction, 
baseline 
measurements 
during pre-
construction 
stage 

1.2. Emission from 
vehicle and equipment 

(iii) Ensure that construction equipment will be maintained to a good 
standard and fitted with pollution control devices. The equipment 
(including the pollution control devices) will be checked at regular 
intervals to ensure they are maintained in working order and the 
checks will be recorded by CRBC as part of environmental 
monitoring; 

(iv) Discourage the idling of engines; 

(v) Prohibit the use of equipment and machinery that causes 
excessive pollution (i.e. visible smoke) at the Site.  

The whole 
project section 
(km 0 – km 136) 

1.3. Emission from 
asphalt, and aggregate 
plants 

(vi) Not permit the operation of hot-mix, asphalt, aggregate or 
concrete plant in close proximity of populated settlements nor 
within 500m of sensitive uses (such as schools, and hospitals);  

(vii) All asphalt plants should be equipped with dust arresters  

Near asphalt and 
aggregate plants 

1.4. Dust 

(viii) Ensure that all vehicles transporting potentially dust-producing 
material will not be overloaded, will be provided with adequate 
tail-boards and side-boards, and will be adequately covered with 
a tarpaulin (covering the entire load and secured at the sides and 
tail of the vehicle) during transportation. Limit vehicle speed on 
unpaved haul roads to <20 km/h 

(ix) Transportation through sensitive areas such as residential areas 
should be avoided as much as possible. 

(x) Locate material stockpiles in sheltered areas and cover them with 
tarpaulins or other such suitable covering to prevent material 
becoming airborne;  

(xi) Undertake regular watering/spraying of the project road, 
especially in the vicinity of the villages/settlements, and any roads 
being used for haulage of materials during the dry season; 

(xii) Prepare, and submit to the Consultant for approval, a dust 
suppression plan. The plan will detail the action to be taken to 
minimize dust generation (e.g. spraying the road with water, 
covering stock-piles, and blasting with use of small charges etc) 
and will identify the type, age and standard of equipment to be 
used 

(xiii) Not permit, within 200m of populated settlements located in the 

Environmental 
Impact 
Assessment 
Report, 
Ecological 
Passport,  

Health & Safety 
Environmental 
Management 
Plan, Law on 
Air Quality 
(1999) 

GOST 
17.2.3.01-86. 
Rules for Air 
Quality Control 
in Settlements 
(1986) 

The whole 
project section 
(km 0 – km 136) 

Construction 

CRBC 

TERA, Osh – 
Batken 
Interregional 
Management of 
Environment 
Protection 
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Responsibility Environmental 
Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 

direction of prevailing wind, during periods of high wind any dust 
generating activities; 

(xiv) Potential significant adverse impacts to adjacent residents or site 
employees during construction will be mitigated by either 
discontinuing until favorable conditions are restored, or, if 
warranted, sites may be watered to prevent dust generation 

(xv) Well organize material storage; separate stone and sand 
materials, store concrete in separate storage place and minimize 
transportation required. 

1.5. Other emissions (xvi) Prohibit open burning of waste or materials; 

(xvii) Solvents and volatile materials will be properly used. 

2 Water Quality 

2.1. Impacts to water 

(i) Adherence to environmental legislation of Kyrgyzstan 

(ii) Road construction operations, from design to construction phase, 
should target rational use of water, water re-circulation and not 
discharging wastewater if possible. 

(iii) Pre-construction monitoring of existing water quality have been 
undertaken to provide a baseline for the measurement of water 
quality impacts during the construction period. Undertake periodic 
water quality monitoring using chemical analysis and 
hydrobiological methods 

Construction, 
baseline 
measurements 
during pre-
construction 
stage 

2.2 Erosion 

(iv) Areas of soil clearance should be minimized; 

(v) Less erodible material should be selected with good compaction, 
placement of gabions and riprap particularly around bridges and 
culverts; 

(vi) Construction in erosion and flood-prone areas should be 
restricted to the dry season;  

(vii) Protect water courses, rivers, streams, drains, canals and ditches 
within and adjacent to the Site from pollution, silting, flooding or 
erosion as a result of Project activities; 

(viii) Prevent interference with natural water flow in rivers, water 
courses or streams within or adjacent to work sites, and also 
prevent abstraction from, and pollution of, water resources in the 
Site; 

(ix) Keep streams, rivers and watercourses (including drains) within 
and adjacent to the Site free from debris and any material or 
waste arising from Project works, and not locate spoil or material 
stock piles near waterways, rivers or streams; 

(x) Ensure that all storm drainage is adequately contoured, sized and 
lined;  

Law on 
Environmental 
Protection 
(1999), Law on 
Water (1994), 
Governmental 
Regulation on 
Water 
Resource 
Monitoring in 
KR (1995, 
amendment 
2002), 

 

GOST 
17.1.5.05-85. 
Nature 
protection. 
Hydrosphere. 
General 
requirements 
for surface and 
sea waters, ice 
and 
atmosphere 
precipitation 
sampling. 

river Kyzyl-Suu 
and tributaries 

Construction 
stage 

CRBC 

TERA, Osh – 
Batken 
Interregional 
Management of 
Environment 
Protection 



 
6 Responsibility Environmental 

Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 
(xi)  All necessary measures will be taken to prevent construction 

activities from impeding water canals and existing irrigation 
drainage systems 

(xii) replanting should be completed as soon as possible following fill 
placement to facilitate regeneration of a stabilizing ground cover. 

2.3 Water pollution (xiii) Ensure that any temporary constructions are located at least 50m 
from water courses, channels, streams or rivers; 

(xiv) Include sediment controls such as silt fences, coffer dams and silt 
barriers and other devices to prevent both siltation and silt 
migration during project activities in the vicinity of rivers and 
streams; 

(xv) Clean, dewater and discharge to settling ponds, or containment 
units, water from sediment control devices;  

(xvi) Not permit the discharge of sediment laden construction water or 
material (including dredged spoil) directly into surface waters.  All 
such construction water will be discharged to settling ponds or 
tanks prior to final discharge; 

(xvii) Discharge to settlement tanks, water used for dust suppression 
purposes, to allow for sedimentation of particulates. After 
settlement the water may be re-used for dust suppression and 
rinsing of vehicles and equipment; 

(xviii) Store hydro-carbons, petroleum products to be used in bitumen 
mixes, and other chemicals in secure and impermeable 
containers or tanks located away from surface waters. The 
storage areas will be constructed with a concrete base or other 
forms of containment that will allow any spills to be contained and 
immediately cleaned up.  Any contaminated soil will be handled 
according to State Agency for Environment Protection & Forestry 
(SAEPF) standards; 

(xix) Identify discharge zones from drainage structures, and ensure 
that structures and spillage ways will be lined with rip-rap, and 
down-drains and chutes will be lined with rip-rap, masonry or 
concrete,  to prevent under-cutting; 

(xx) construction materials such as asphalt should not be kept close 
to construction sites for long periods of time, and if they are 
stored for the short term, they should be kept away from sources 
of water or drainage channels; the erodible materials should be 
covered over to prevent their scouring. 

2.4 Wastewater and 
sewage 

(xxi) Equip construction work camps and site offices with sanitary 
latrines that do not pollute surface waters; 

(xxii) Not permit discharge or deposit any material or waste into any 
waters except with the approval of the relevant regulatory 
authorities;  

(xxiii) Collect and dispose of in an approved manner, and that will not 

GOST 
17.1.5.01-80. 
Nature 
protection. 
Hydrosphere. 
General 
requirements 
for sampling of 
bottom 
sediments of 
water objects 
for their 
pollution 
analysis; 

The manual on 
chemical 
analysis of 
inland surface 
water”, Ed: 
A.D.Semenov: 
Leningrad, 
Hydrometeoizd
at, 1977; 

 

Construction 
sites 

During 
construction 

CRBC TERA 
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Responsibility Environmental 
Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 

cause either pollution or nuisance, all water, waste-water and 
other liquids used or generated in execution of project works and 
activities. 

2.5 Borrow pits (xxiv) Prepare a plan to identify the sources of material and of spoil that 
will be used for the embankments. The plan will be submitted to 
the EA, which will ensure that the plan is implemented. The 
materials and spoil plan should show the location of any borrow 
pits to be used and the measures to be taken to rehabilitate these 
pits upon finalization of the project;  

(xxv) Locate borrow areas outside the right-of-way;  

(xxvi) Restore all borrow pits, following the completion of works, in full 
compliance with all applicable standards and specifications;  

(xxvii) Excavate and restore borrow areas and their surroundings, in an 
environmentally sound manner to the satisfaction of the 
Consultant.  The Consultant will approve such before final 
acceptance and payment under the terms of Contract;  

(xxviii) Save and re-use topsoil from borrow pit areas for re-
vegetation and rehabilitation of the pits to the satisfaction of the 
Consultant; and  

(xxix) Not open additional borrow pits without the restoration of those 
areas no longer in use. 

Construction 
sites 

During 
construction 

3 Solid waste  

3.1.Removal of liquid 
and solid waste  

(i) Prohibit the discharge of polluted or hazardous materials or 
chemicals to the ground or water sources; 

(ii) Store liquids in tanks or drums that are not able to spill or 
discharge to water courses or streams; 

(iii) Construct temporary treatment and drainage systems to collect 
and discharge liquid wastes. Untreated waste will not be directly 
discharged but will be treated, at least to a primary level, in 
treatment ponds prior to discharge;  

(iv) Provide a site plan for each camp and project office showing the 
location on the site of collection, treatment and discharge 
systems, lavatory, and storage of unsanitary materials etc; 

(v) Prohibit the dumping of unsanitary material, waste-water, 
chemicals, soil, waste oil and chemicals, fuel, lubricating oil etc.  
Material from any accidental spills etc will be handled and 
removed as per the emergency response plan;  

(vi) Locate pumps only in hermetically closed areas; 

(vii) Construct and rehabilitate all temporary drainage systems and 
take all measurements to prevent flooding or damage associated 

EIA Construction 
sites 

During 
construction 

CRBC TERA 



 
8 Responsibility Environmental 

Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 
with flushing during work activities; and 

(viii) Ensure that construction workers and staff are aware of, and 
comply with, the provisions of HSEMP and the Contract in 
respect of liquid and solid waste management. 

4 Noise  

4.1. Noise pollution 

(i) Undertake a baseline and monitoring of levels of noises and 
vibrations 

GOST 20444-
85. Noise. 
Traffic flows. 
Methods of 
noise 

characteristic 
measurement 

Baseline 
monitoring of 
noise – pre-
construction 
stage 

CRBC TERA 

4.2 Noise from vehicles, 
plant, and equipment 

(ii) Ensure all equipment, especially exhaust systems, be maintained 
in good working order and that regular equipment maintenance 
will be undertaken; 

(iii)  Install temporary noise barrier around noisy machinery 

(iv) Prepare a schedule of operations that will be approved by the 
Consultant.  The schedule will establish the days and hours of 
work for each construction activity and identify the types of 
equipment to be used;   

(v) Traffic control on site and limit the horning. During transportation, 
loading and unloading of construction materials, horning is 
prohibited when vehicles pass through sensitive receivers 

(vi) Prohibit any construction activities between 10pm and 6am in 
settlements or close to sensitive receptors such as hospitals and 
schools;  

(vii) Consult with the community in respect of construction activities 
and potential noise and vibration impacts. The consultation 
process will be facilitated by the Consultant; 

(viii) Undertake, prior to commencement of construction, in 
conjunction with the Consultant, a dilapidation survey (including 
photographs) of all buildings adjacent to the road;  

(ix) Carry out trials of equipment (especially vibratory rollers) adjacent 
to vulnerable structures, and if cracking or other damage is 
observed to occur, CRBC will amend their working methods to 
avoid damage (for example, use of non-vibratory rollers with 
thinner layers or cement stabilization, or increased asphalt 
thickness);  

(x) In the event of damage from vibration, owners of structures will 
be fully compensated;  

EIA, Law on 
Sanitary 
Epidemiologic 
Welfare of 
Population 
(2001), 
SANPIN 2.2.3-
005.03 
Hygienic 
Requirements 
to 
Manufacturers 
of Construction 
Materials and 
Structures    

Project corridor 

During 
construction 

CRBC and 
sub-
contractors 

TERA, Sanitary 
and 
Epidemiologic 
Station 
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Responsibility Environmental 
Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 
4.3. Noise from blasting (xi) Only carry out blasting, if required, during the day and according 

to a pre-established schedule, the adjacent communities will be 
notified of the blasting times well in advance; 

(xii) Use blasting mats to reduce noise during blasting operations; 

(xiii) Use low volume charges to reduce the potential for vibration 
induced damage to structures;  

5 Fuel and Chemical Storage 

5.1. Fuel & Chemical 
Storage 

(i) Strictly control filling and refuelling, and subject the same formal 
procedures to avoid leakage or spills;  

(ii) Store all inflammable and chemical agents in waterproof and 
secure tanks, compounds or store rooms with an impervious 
base which will not be located in the vicinity of water courses or 
streams. The compounds or store rooms will include a bund and 
secure fencing. The base and bund walls will be impermeable 
and be able to store 110 % of the volume being stored; 

(iii) Ensure that the contents of any drums, tanks or vessels are 
clearly marked; 

(iv) Ensure that all fuel valves and trigger guns will be located so as 
to avoid interference and vandalism, and the same will be turned 
off and securely locked when not in use; 

(v) Take all necessary measures to ensure that no contaminated 
discharges enter any drain or watercourses;  

(vi) Prepare, and submit to the Consultant for approval, an 
emergency response plan which will cover containment of 
hazardous materials, oil spills, and work-site accidents. The plan 
will detail the process for handling, and subsequently reporting, 
emergencies, and specify the organizational structure (including 
responsibilities of nominated personnel); and 

(vii) Will report in monthly progress reports any emergencies, and 
how they were handled (as per the emergency response plan) 

EIA, and legal 
requirements 

Project corridor During 
construction 

CRBC TERA 

6 Impacts on Cultural Heritage Sites 

6.1 Cultural Heritage (i) Protect sites of known antiquities, historic and cultural resources 
by installing fences and barriers; 

(ii) Comply with all national and international standards in respect of 
preservation of historic and cultural sites and values; and 

(iii) In the event of any unanticipated discovery of cultural or historic 
artefacts (both moveable and non-moveable), take all necessary 
precautions to protect the findings, and immediately notify the 
Consultant and representative of the local Archaeological 
Committee under Ministry of Education and Culture. If 

EIA and legal 
requirements Project corridor During 

construction CRBC Consultant 



 
10 Responsibility Environmental 

Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 
continuation of the work is likely to endanger the findings, Project 
work will be stopped until a solution for the preservation of the 
findings can be agreed upon.  In the even that CRBC or the 
Consultant is unsure whether continuation of the work will 
endanger the findings, the works will be stopped pending advice 
from the local Archaeological Committee. 

7. Ecological environment 

7.1. Flora and fauna 
protection 

(i) Ensure that construction vehicles use identified and authorized 
temporary access and haulage roads to minimize damage to 
habitats;  

(ii) Minimize vegetation clearance during construction activities, 
especially of trees along the road-side; 

(iii) Keep any vegetative cover cleared from the roadside during 
Project activities for landslide and slope protection; 

(iv) Assume all responsibility for re-vegetation in cleared areas; 

(v) Supply appropriate and adequate fuel in workers’ camps to 
prevent fuel-wood collection; 

(vi) Prohibit the poaching of fauna and felling of trees, not requiring to 
be cleared by the Project, by construction workers for the term of 
the Project; 

(vii) Provide training and awareness for construction workers engaged 
by CRBC and Sub-contractors in relation to existing laws and 
regulations regarding poaching (trapping, hunting or killing) of 
fauna and illegal logging;  

(viii) Assume all responsibility for providing adequate knowledge to 
construction workers in respect of fauna, and ensure that 
construction workers do not poach fauna, and will be responsible 
for imposing sanctions on any workers who are caught poaching 
or having poached fauna;  

(ix) Inform construction workers about general environmental 
protection and the need to avoid un-necessary felling of trees 
wherever possible 

Law on Animal 
World (1999), 
Law on 
Protection and 
Usage of Flora, 
Regulations on 
Hunting in 
Kyrgyz 
Republic 
(2003), 
Criminal Code, 
1997 (Article 
276 Illegal 
Fishing and 
Article 278 
Illegal Hunting). 
Illegal logging 
or tree cutting 
is also 
regulated by 
the Criminal 
Code (Article 
279 Illegal Tree 
and Scrub 
Cutting) and 
the Code of 
Administrative 
Responsibility 
No. 198 (Article 
127 Illegal Tree 
Cutting). 

Project corridor During 
construction 

CRBC and 
sub-
contractors 

Consultant and 
SAEPF 

8. Impacts on utilities and services 

8.1 Utilities and services 
(i) Assume all responsibility to locate or to confirm the details and 

location of all utility services on or in the vicinity of the Site;  

(ii) Ascertain, and take into account, the presence of utility services 

EIA Report, 
HSEMP Project corridor During 

construction 

CRBC and 
sub-
contractors 

Consultant and 
SAEPF 
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Responsibility Environmental 
Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 

on and in the vicinity of the Site; 

(iii) Take into account in the work program the period required to 
locate, access, protect, support and divert such services, 
including any period of notice required to effect such work in 
consultation with the relevant authorities or service providers; 

(iv) Exercise the greatest care at all times to avoid damage to or 
interference with utilities and services;  

(v) Assume responsibility for any damage and/or interference caused 
Project activities, directly or indirectly, arising from actions taken 
or a failure to take action, and for full restoration of the damage; 

(vi) Carry out full and adequate preliminary investigations to locate all 
services in the area by means of hand-dug trial holes and 
trenches in combination with electronic and electro-mechanical 
devices, where appropriate, wherever existing ground surfaces 
are to be disturbed for the Project works.  

(vii) Ensure that each service exposed will be identified and every 
such service at risk will be fully exposed and adequately 
protected and supported in situ, or diverted, to the satisfaction of 
the appropriate authority prior to the commencement of 
construction;  

(viii) When working in the vicinity of overhead power cables, ascertain 
and take into account satisfy the required safety clearances to be 
maintained from the power cables in consultation with the 
authority operating the power line; and 

(ix) Use the services of specialists with the necessary skills and 
technology to carry out relocation work in cases where existing 
overhead power lines, communications cables or other major 
utilities require relocation 

9 Revegetation & Landscaping 

9.1. Revegetation & 
landscaping 

(i) In respect of re-vegetation and landscaping CRBC will (i) re-
vegetate exposed areas; (ii) select fast growing and grazing 
resistant species; (iii) immediately re-vegetate all slopes and 
embankments if not covered with gabion baskets; and (iv) place 
fibre mats to encourage vegetation growth. 

EIA Report, 
HSEMP 

Project corridor 
and nearby area 

During 
construction 

CRBC and 
sub-
contractors 

Consultant and 
SAEPF 

10 Social Issues 

10.1 Impacts to the 
communities in 
proximity to the site 

(i) Not commence the project without Government approval 
confirming there will be no land acquisition or resettlement and 
there are no claims on the land; 

(ii) Coordinate all construction activities in consultation with owners 
or users of adjacent land and respect the rights of local land 
owners; 

Environmental 
impact 
Assessment 
Report, 
HSEMP 

Project corridor During 
construction 

CRBC and 
sub-
contractors 

Consultant and 
SAEPF 



 
12 Responsibility Environmental 

Impact/Issue Mitigation Measure(s) References Location Time frame Implementation Supervision 
(iii) Obtain the written agreement from local land owners for land to 

be used on a temporary basis for the Project (including access), 
and will ensure that all land used for the Project is restored to its 
pre-Project condition;   

(iv) Cooperate with local residents, and in coordination with the 
Consultant, arrange meetings with local residents to arrange such 
matters as work schedules (hours of equipment operation, traffic 
lanes to be kept open, etc.), locations of work camps and material 
storage areas, and sitting of rock crushers and batch plants etc; 

(v) Provide camps and accommodation for workers, as required, 
complying with all specifications in the Contract and the HSEMP 
(Section 5), ensure that the same are maintained and cleaned to 
a hygienic standard and in compliance with local by-laws and 
regulations;  

(vi) Locate the camps and project offices at least 2 km from a village 
or settlement on sites approved by the PSC; 

(vii) Implement an awareness and prevention program in respect of 
communicable diseases including sexually transmitted infections 
(STIs) and HIV/AIDS  as per Section 5 of the HSEMP and the 
terms of the Contract; 

(viii) Comply with all the provisions of the Contract and HSEMP 
(Section 6) in respect of traffic management including receiving 
permission for detours and route changes, and installation of 
appropriate traffic safety equipment such as barriers, cones, road 
fencing or/and signal lights etc; and 

(ix) Not close any section of the road, or other roads in the vicinity of 
the Site, without permission for the relevant local authorities and 
submission of a plan for alternative routing of the traffic 

10.2 Labor Issues (x) Give preferential employment to local people for unskilled and 
semi-skilled labor and activities required for the Project;   

(xi) Ensure payment of legal wages to workers;  

(xii) Not permit the use of trafficked or child labor for construction 
activities;  

(xiii) Encourage and include women, as well as poor, in the local 
construction force;  

(xiv) Ensure that no differential wages will be paid to men and women 
for work of equal value; and  

(xv) Use locally sourced materials to the maximum extent possible 

HSEMP Project corridor During 
construction 

CRBC and 
sub-
contractors 

Consultant and 
SAEPF 
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E. Grievance Redress Mechanism  
 
17. There is an established mechanism of addressing grievances.  The contractor is in 
regular contact with the local and national environmental authorities, which together with the EA 
review the data collected according to the EMP and results of the various tests.  Moreover, the 
environmental specialist of the supervision consultant visits the project site and consults with the 
local residents and environmental officials during periodic data collection. 
 
18. Under the current arrangement, notices are posted in the consultant's office informing 
the public of the work scheduled for a given period and information about who to contact for 
more information.  Any affected person or group may contact or complain to the supervision 
consultant directly or through the local environmental authority.  After recording any grievance 
or complaint, including the names, addresses or the person (persons), the consultant 
determines the necessary action and instructs the contractor to take those actions.  If the action 
requires a major change in the construction method or work program or payment of 
compensation, the engineer consults MOTC.  Compensation will be determined by MOTC and 
the consultant, and paid out to the affected person directly instruct the contractor to pay.  These 
events, if and when they occur, are also reported in his monthly reports to the EA and ADB. 
 
19. To formalize this arrangement and set milestones for dealing with an affected persons, 
MOTC has agreed with ADB on the steps for redressing a grievance outlined in the following 
Table 3. 

 
Table 3:  Steps to be Taken for Redressing a Grievance 

Steps Actors / Actions 
Time for 
Action 

AP directly or through the local environmental officer reports a grievance to the 
supervision consultant 

 

Supervision consultant records the report and determines appropriate action 
as per the EMP and the works contract, and instructs the contractor in writing 
with copies to the AP, MOTC, and local environmental officer. 

1 week 

1 

Contractor implements proposed action, and supervision consultant and 
follows up with the AP to ensure satisfactory resolution of the grievance. 

1 week 

If grievance is not resolved 
AP reports grievance to local environmental authority, which records and 
submits the report to National Environmental Authority (NEA) and MOTC 

 

NEA requests MOTC to take actions, and informs AP 1 week 
MOTC determines the necessary action in consultation with the supervision 
consultant, and informs NEA and AP 

2 week 

2 

Supervision consultant instructs the contractor to initiate action, and follows up 
with the AP to ensure satisfactory resolution of the grievance. 

2 weeks 

If grievance is not resolved 
3 MOTC initiates action against contractor according to the contract 3 weeks 

If grievance is not resolved 
4 AP may take legal action. 1 week 
 
F. Conclusions 
 
20. No negative, irreversible impact on the environment or the people in the project area is 
expected as a result of the additional paving financed from ADB's supplementary loan.  In fact, 
there are some positive impacts including lower traffic noise and dust during operation.  Less 
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dust, in particular, will be a significant benefit to households alongside the road, which at 
present are exposed to dust storms and vehicle generated dust during the dry summer months.   
 
21. Technical analysis of the construction material and method has shown that there will be 
no change in the originally expected impact, with the exception of additional construction traffic 
and an extension of the construction period by about 18 months.  Attendees at the two public 
meetings organized by the EA have expressed support for the additional paving. They have 
understood the higher benefits of paving in comparison to an unpaved road.  All attendees have 
agreed with the EA on the feasibility study conclusion that additional paving would provide a 
more durable and cost-effective surface, especially given that the number of heavy trucks is 
increasing and will increase faster once the road is paved.   
 
22. The residents in the project area recognize that there would be some inconveniences 
and hazards in the short-term, but they are willing to endure those in order to have the 
opportunities that would result from an International corridor and an all weather road.  They also 
welcomed the GRM and appreciated the EA's efforts to have an open door policy for continuing 
the dialogue. 
   


